A bstract-Magnetocardiographic (MCG) measurements in unshielded environment require efficient noise cancellation techniques. We have applied two software gradiometry methods to analyze the time series of signal and reference data recorded outside magnetic shielding with high temperature superconducting quantum interference device (HTS SQULD) based gradiometers. One method uses adaptive frequency dependent gradiometer coefficients determined in the Fourier domain to subtract the reference from the signal data. The other method combines recently developed techniques for nonlinear projection with properties of the wavelet transform to extract noise in state space. The analyzed MCG data sets showed improved signal-to-noise ratios for both methods as compared to the data recorded with the electronic gradiometer. In this way, it is possible to increase the bandwidth from 130Hz for our electronic gradiometer to 250 Hz without using any additional filtering.
the signal source [8] . Constant coefficients k, are determined dependent on the local noise environment before the measurement [9] , so that a noise reduced output s=a-Cki.bi is generated. Because environmental noise varies quickly in phase and amplitude during the measurement, it is advantageous to determine the coefficients adaptively. Considering this, we employed two adaptive software noise cancellation techniques each requiring a signal sensor located close to the human heart and at least one reference sensor mainly measuring environmental noise. In the following section, both methods will briefly be described. We performed MCG measurements in a magnetically unshielded environment using an electronic HTS SQUID 2nd order gradiometer (SOG) and applied both software techniques. We will show that it is possible to increase the signals' bandwidth from 130 Hz to 250 Hz without using any notch filters.
APPLIED SOFTWARE NOISE CANCELLATION TECHNIQUES

A. Frequency Dependent Gradiometry (FDG)
In contrast to standard software and electronic gradiometry, FDG uses frequency dependent coefficients ki(fl to subtract the reference from the signal data [lo] . These coefficients are adaptively determined during the measurement. To calculate ki(f)={ ksi(f), kNi(f)}, the time series of signal and reference sensors are Fourier transformed using overlapping Hanning windows. Here, ksj (' denotes the ratio between the amplitudes of the source signal in measuring sensor and reference sensor i and kNi(f) denotes the ratio of the external noise amplitudes. The complex amplitude of the source signal a"(f3 can be computed for a given time window by: [lo] . The number of averages determines the standard deviation a k of the calculated coefficients k,(f). ak will decrease when a large time interval zA for recalculation of k,(f) is chosen. This will reduce the rate of adaptation to changing noise sources. Therefore, the tuning parameters zA and ok have to be optimized with respect to external disturbances. At low frequencies f < fL where external l/f noise dominates periodic noise, k, ( ' is set to a constant value because the coefficients can be calculated with sufficient accuracy for periodic disturbances only.
B. Nonlinear Denoising in State Space (NLD)
NLD operates on the reconstructed state space of the time series which represents the dynamical properties of the observed system. An 'at least approximately' deterministic system leads to densely lying trajectories and is constrained to a subspace whereas a stochastic process causes a random distribution within the entire state space (see Fig. la) . Superimposing white noise leads to distortions of the primary densely lying MCG trajectories in state space (see Fig. 1b ). We correct this by projecting these trajectories towards the direction of the maximal variance effectuated by the determinism of the MCG (Fig. lc) . Deterministic noise mainly caused by powerline disturbances fills additional subspaces which have to be separated from the MCG manifold. By recording the deterministic noise in an additional reference sensor and -due to the time varying character of this noise -using the adaptive basis functions of the wavelet transform to find its according subspace, we identify this signature in the time series of the source sensor and obtain an improved noise reduction. Further details on the method can be found in 
EXPERIMENTAL
To be able to compare the above described software techniques to electronic gradiometry with constant coefficients, we performed MCG measurements outside magnetic shielding in our laboratory environment. An SOG with baseline distances of 7.5 cm was employed [ 5 ] . The system consisted of 3 axially arranged HTS-rf-SQUIDS ( Fig. 2) with coplanar resonators and a washer area of 8x8 mm'. The system's typical magnetic field noise was 150 fT/dHz (Fig. 3c) . Common mode rejection for the two 1st order gradiometers of the system (FOG A and B in Fig. 2 ) was electronically balanced to better than IO4 for homogeneous fields. The background noise in our laboratory and the magnetic field noise of FOG and SOG are shown in To apply the software noise cancellation methods we used FOG B as a reference (Fig. 2b) . The time series of reference (FOG B) and signal sensor (FOG A) were acquired simultaneously with a PC. A bandwidth of 250Hz and a sample rate of 1 kHz were used. For comparison, the time series of the electronically built gradiometers were recorded consecutively. Applying FDG and NLD, the time series of the signal sensor were corrected according to the denoising procedures described in section 11. To solve equation (I), the following assumptions had to be made because only one reference sensor was used: ksl(f) is time independent and the ratio of the sensors' intrinsic noise amplitudes is constant. In our laboratory environment, the best signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for FDG was achieved with zA=15 sec, flk=5% of ki(f) and fL=5 Hz. For NLD, an embedding dimension of m=512, a time delay of ~= 1 data point, the number of nearest neighbors of k=20, the coiflet 2 mother wavelet, and thresholding parameters of hR=0.5 and hs=0.5 were used.
IV. RESULTS
In Fig. 4 , a comparison of real time MCG signals recorded in laboratory environment is presented. Here, we regard real time as non-averaged signals that may have a time delay due to signal processing. FDG (Fig. 4c) shows a significant improvement in SNR compared to the electronic SOG with a bandwidth of 250 Hz (Fig. 4a) . A similar result can be obtained for the SOG only when a reduced bandwidth of 130 Hz and notch filters at 100 and 150 Hz are used (Fig. 4b) . NLD with a bandwidth of 250Hz shows an even more significant improvement (Fig. 4d) To investigate the preservation of the MCG signal, averaging of the still noisy FDG and SOG data is necessary. In Fig. 5 , 100 times averaged FDG and SOG signals, the real time MCG signal obtained by NLD, and the corresponding Fourier spectra are compared. The enlarged QRS amplitude in Fig. 5a indicates a possible improved preservation of the heart beat for FDG. We can also note a considerable reduction of power line disturbances in the corresponding Fourier spectra (Fig. 5b) . The real time NLD data show a similar SNR as the 100 times averaged SOG data with a bandwidth of 130 Hz (Fig. 5c) . The corresponding Fourier spectrum demonstrates a signal preservation at 100 and 150 Hz in contrast to the SOG (Fig. 5d) . However, in FigsSa and c, different shapes of the heart beat for NLD data as compared to FDG and SOG data can be observed. This deviation will be discussed in more detail in section V.
V.DISCUSSION
A summarizing comparison of the three investigated noise compensation techniques is displayed in Table I . A better SNR for the software techniques has already been stated above. Some further advantages of FDG and NLD over electronic gradiometry need to be discussed in more detail. For FDG, a lower intrinsic noise level is achievable because the noise of the reference sensor is only added at frequencies where external disturbances have been detected (Fig. 5b) . This can lead to a maximum noise reduction of 112 if reference and signal sensor have the same intrinsic noise.
However, due to the need to average in the Fourier domain, the adaptation to temporal noise fluctuations is limited for FDG. Depending on the noise environment, a k and rA have to be determined in a way that the SNR is maximized. A typical value of r., -15-20 sec for our laboratory has been found. NLD using reference data shows a significant improvement of the SNR by reducing the ambient noise and canceling the white noise by averaging in state space. By means of a wavelet transform, the adaptation to changing noise sources is improved: analyzing an MCG time series of 5 seconds a SNR of -250 has been achieved for a non averaged MCG outside magnetic shielding (Fig. 4d) . 'notch filters @ 100 and 150 Hz; *"real time signals, SNR = amplitude of heart signal / peak-to-peak noise
To investigate a possible signal distortion in applying FDG and NLD, we tested the two noise cancellation techniques inside a magnetically shielded room using an electronic 1st order HTS SQUID gradiometer with a magnetic field noise of 35 fT/dHz described in [12] . Inside magnetic shielding, MCG recordings can be performed with 250 Hz bandwidth without the use of notch filters. This guarantees a minimum of distortion and therefore the signal can be taken as a reference. For both software methods, an enlarged amplitude of the QRS complex and no distortion of the heart signals could be observed. These results confirm the better signal preservation in case of FDG outside shielding (Fig. Sa) . For NLD, investigations on synthetically generated noisy ECG data showed sufficient signal preservation as well [ 111. However, in the presence of enlarged magnetic disturbances, the determination of the 6 tuning parameters becomes much more difficult. It could be shown that the shape of the signal depends on the choice of the parameters. Therefore, they have to be determined very carefully to avoid a possible signal distortion.
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In summary we have presented two adaptive software gradiometry techniques and demonstrated their advantages over conventional electronically built gradiometers for MCG outside magnetically shielded rooms in moderate magnetic environment. The MCG time series of reference and signal sensors were analyzed by using frequency dependent gradiometry and nonlinear denoising, respectively. Both methods showed substantial reduction of external and intrinsic noise. We were able to extend the bandwidth of an electronic SOG from 130 Hz to 250 Hz without using notch filters, meeting the recommended standard for clinical MCG diagnostics. FDG shows a better preservation of the heart signal as compared to electronic gradiometry. NLD leads to a significant improvement of the S N R , thus allowing analysis of real time MCG signals outside magnetic shielding. However, we found a slight distortion of the MCG signal after applying NLD which is subject to further investigation. Future work will include a faster online calculation and an optimized determination of the free parameters of the methods to a given noise environment.
